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Irish Loyalty Awards 2019

A night full of shining stars
The inaugural
Irish Loyalty
Awards,
sponsored by
Visa, were a
glittering success
when they were
staged recently
at Dublin’s
InterContinental
Hotel, writes
Arlene Harris

Ivan Yates, MC

T

he inaugural Irish Loyalty Awards sponsored
by Visa took place at a
prestigious black-tie
awards ceremony at the
InterContinental Hotel Dublin on
Thursday, March 28, hosted by Ivan
Yates. For the first time in Ireland,
the event brought together a broad
spectrum of leading Irish brands
and professionals, across a thriving
loyalty industry.
The Irish Loyalty Awards is a recognition and networking platform
which brings together the loyalty
industry key players in Ireland. Its
aim is to recognise brands which
are building lasting and profitable relationships with customers
across every sector both within
Ireland and abroad.
Co-founders of the awards, Marian Kelly and Eileen McGuiness,
have been encouraged by the
response from the industry and
believe most companies want to
reward customer loyalty with new
innovative schemes being developed all the time.
“We are delighted with the support from the loyalty industry and
the inaugural awards have surpassed all our expectations,” said
Marian Kelly. “The response from
industry is a clear reflection of the

Permanent TSB – Explore Account Rewards – Irish Loyalty Programme of the Year: Philip Konopik (Visa), Jeff Harbourne, Fiona Curtin, Dave
Foran, Avril Robinson, Stephen Nolan, Suzanne Lloyd, Elisa McKenna, Claire Walsh, Connor Beattie, Dearbhail Feehan (Permanent TSB), Ivan
Yates

current importance companies are
placing on giving a “thank you” to
its customers, which is in no small
part what the awards are about”.
“Over the last number of years,
we have seen great loyalty programmes emerge and transform
businesses by engaging a significant amount of expertise and ingenuity and the awards ceremony
provides a fantastic platform to
recognise such leading and innovative initiatives in loyalty,” said
Eileen McGuinness.
It is clear that Irish consumers are
paying more attention to rewards
and extra benefits when they shop
and this is giving a burst of energy
to the loyalty industry and leading
to countless new scheme launches.
This added impetus is reflected in

the massive response to the Irish
Loyalty Awards Public Vote where
consumers really got behind their
favorite programme.
Market research, conducted
by Opinions.ie in February 2019,
clearly demonstrated customers’
preferences and loyalty to certain
companies or brands which included:
• Eighty-six per cent of people
surveyed felt that it was important that a retailer offer a loyalty
programme.
• Ninety-one per cent of people
surveyed still collect points and
rewards.
• Sixty-seven per cent of shoppers
expect to earn money off their
next shopping trip.
• Eighty-seven per cent stated

they would be more inclined
to continue using a brand/remain with a service provider if
their tenure as a customer was
rewarded.

The 2019 loyalty
trailblazers

Recognising and rewarding best
practice, innovation and excellence in loyalty while setting
benchmarks for the industry to
follow. The 2019 entries were of an
exceptionally high quality from a
cross-section of the industry and
selecting the finalists proved a
challenging task for the indepen-

dent panel of judges.

Visa back on board as
lead sponsor of Irish
Loyalty Awards 2020
We are delighted to announce that
the Irish Loyalty Awards 2020,
sponsored for the second year
running by Visa, will take place
on March 26, 2020. Also on board
for 2020 are Axa Insurance, WIN
| WIN and ADC Plasticard.
Organisers Kelly and McGuinness commented: “We are delighted to have Visa back on board for
2020 as they are a key part of the
strategic journey in developing the
awards as the industry event of the
year. We look forward to working

Marian Kelly and Eileen McGuinness, co-founders of the Irish Loyalty
Awards

with all our sponsors to deliver
awards of the highest standards
which are highly sought after and
valued in the marketplace.”
Best practice will be celebrated, success will be rewarded and
innovation will be applauded at
the Irish Loyalty Awards 2020.
Any company, irrespective or size
or profile, involved in the loyalty
space should consider entering.
There has never been an easy
answer to the question of how to
create customer loyalty - and in

these times of massive technological change, the organisers and the
judges of the Irish Loyalty Awards
hope, as in 2019, to be surprised,
amazed and delighted with the
2020 collection of entries.
Demonstrating the power of the
loyalty proposition, together with
increasing consumer insights for
enhanced engagement, as well as
imaginative use of rewards and interesting partnerships and collaboration, will be key areas of interest
to the judges for 2020.

The call for entries, with exciting new categories,
will be launching in October 2020.
Save the date:
Irish Loyalty Awards 2020: March 26, 2020

Brown Thomas – ‘It’s for You’ Loyalty Programme – Retail (non-food) Loyalty
Programme of the Year 2019: Maxine Minty Brown (Brown Thomas), Kevin
Akerman (Visa) and Ciara Crilly (Brown Thomas)

SuperValu – Real Rewards – Retail Food Loyalty Programme of the Year 2019:
Ciara Moore, Margaret O’Donoghue, Laura Curley and Evelyn Moynihan, (SuperValu)
and Mike Brinn (Pure Loyalty

Insomnia – Treats Rewards Programme – QSR Loyalty Programme of the Year
2019: Harry O’Kelly, Monica Marques, Fiona O’Doherty (Insomnia) and Philip
Bradley (AXA Insurance)

Liberty Insurance - Gestures - Use of Direct Mail Loyalty Communications 2019:
Eleanor Gaire (ADC Plasticard Ltd). Louise Gallagher, Laura Hagan Liberty
Insurance

SSE Airtricity - Reward - Utilities Loyalty Programme of the Year 2019
Jeff Watson, (SSE Airtricity), Leanne Sheill (SEE Airtricity) James Lenehan (WIN |
WIN) Michelle Moura (SSE Airtricity)

Arboretum – A List – Loyalty Industry Innovation 2019: Fergal Doyle, Rachel
Doyle, (Arboretum), William Sparkes (AXA Insurance), Mary Hayden and Olwyn
Lydon (Arboretum)
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Placing value on
top-quality service
Permanent TSB was recognised for its meaningful customer
relationships when it was awarded Overall Winner at the
Irish Loyalty Awards last month, writes Arlene Harris

W

ith almost
80 branches nationwide and
alternative
banking services to further
enhance its service, Permanent TSB prides itself on being
available to its customers no
matter where they are in the
country or what time of day
they want to access their account information.
“We offer relevant, straightforward banking products to
small business owners and
deliver them locally with
a personal touch,” said Jeff
Harbourne, head of savings
and personal banking. “We
have 77 branches nationwide
and telephone and internet
banking services which make
it easy to access our services,
while the main feature of our
service is staff who want to
make a difference, using their
experience and knowledge of
customers to give them the
benefits of products and ser-

This year’s
winners
n Permanent TSB
Explore Account Rewards
Irish Loyalty Programme of
the Year
n Brown Thomas
‘It’s for You’ Loyalty
Programme
Retail (non-food) Loyalty
Programme of the Year 2019
n SuperValu
Real Rewards
Retail Food Loyalty
Programme of the Year 2019
n Insomnia
Treats Rewards Programme
QSR Loyalty Programme of
the Year 2019
n SSE Airtricity
Reward
Utilities Loyalty Programme
of the Year 2019
n Liberty Insurance
Gestures
Use of Direct Mail Loyalty
Communications 2019
n SKY Ireland
VIP Programme
New Loyalty Launch
Programme of the Year 2019
n Arboretum
A List
Loyalty Industry Innovation
2019
n Axa Insurance
Plus
Insurance Loyalty
Programme of the Year 2019
n Circle K
Play or Park
Technology Loyalty
Programme of the Year 2019
n Irish Distillers
Barrelmen Rewards
Employee Recognition
Programme of the Year 2019
n Permanent TSB
Explore Account Rewards
Financial Services Loyalty
Programme of the Year 2019
n Stena Line
Extra Loyalty Programme
Travel Loyalty Programme of
the Year 2019
n Glanbia
CountryLife Loyalty Club
Customer Experience
2019

vices which suit them best.
“We at Permanent TSB
bring real competition to the
Irish retail and SME banking
market offering customer-friendly current accounts,
mortgages, deposit accounts,
personal loans and other financial services.”
Customer loyalty is very
important to the financial services giant, so it came as no
surprise when it was awarded
the accolade of Overall Winner at the Irish Loyalty Awards,
which took place last month
in Dublin, in recognition of
the company’s bid to attract
and retain new customers and
look after existing clients.
“The competitive landscape was unattractive for
customers in the past, with
standard accounts, fees and
unmet customer needs – and
this motivated us to develop a
new current account proposition that would attract new
customers to switch to us,”
said Harbourne.

“Our core target audience is
25 to 35-year-olds, who have
multiple financial needs and
we want to offer products and
services which will match
their ambitions both now
and in the future. And our research told us that customers
want a bank which is on their
side, upfront and transparent
and one which helps them to
manage their money so they
can get on with their lives.”
“So our Explore current
account gives something
back – cashback every time
they make purchases using
their Visa Debit Card, cashback on bills paid by direct
debit and access to our GoREWARDS scheme which offers
discounts and special offers
tailored to their preferences.”
Harbourne said that the
customer is at the heart of
everything Permanent TSB
does. “This is reflected in our
vision: to be the bank of choice
for what we do and how we
do it – trusted, valued and

principled,” he said. “The
Irish Loyalty Awards allow
us a platform to showcase
how PTSB are leaders in loyalty in the financial services
space. It encourages us to keep
improving our offerings and
to keep innovating for new
and better ways to reward our
customers – who are loyal because they see the benefits of
having an Explore current account, which is different to
what other banks offer and
appeals specifically to our core
target market.
“Customers have seen the
value in the benefits offered;
our retention levels and account activity levels have
significantly improved as
customers have tuned into
the ability to earn cashback
without changing their everyday behaviours. That has
been a revolution for them.”
So successful are these new
products that PTSB has seen
an increase in new customer numbers, giving the bank

Permanent TSB – Explore Account Rewards – Financial Services Loyalty Programme of the Year 2019: Mark Quin (WIN | WIN),
Dearbhail Feehan, Avril Robinson, Eliza McKenna and Jeff Harbourne (Permanent TSB)

the opportunity to develop a
deeper relationship with its
target audience and meeting
more of its other financial
needs.
“We continued to improve
our loyalty programme by
extending it to our mortgage
customers in August 2017,”
Harbourne. “Now, customers can also get 2 per cent
cashback on their monthly
mortgage repayments until
2027, when they pay from an
Explore account. So far, 67 per
cent of eligible mortgage customers have availed of these

great benefits.
“That aside, we continually
review our Explore partners to
ensure they are relevant and
attractive to our customers.
We keep driving awareness
of available benefits and increasing account activity, segmenting our existing user base
and delivering differentiated
campaigns to reward customers, using data to make our
communications smarter. In
addition, we use new channels to maximise the impact
of communicating new offers
to customers.”

This is
reflected in
our vision: to
be the bank
of choice

In a competitive market,
Harbourne said that Irish
SMEs should do all they could
to look after their customers.
“Building long-standing,
meaningful customer relationships is the key to success,” he said. “Loyalty programmes should be easy to
understand and to use and
they should offer clear and
compelling value. My advice
would be to keep it simple.
Ensure customers feel valued
and see the value of your loyalty/reward. Cash-based rewards work best.”

Visa Card celebrates the benefits of loyalty

I

n an increasingly competitive landscape,
loyalty is key for any
company’s long-term
success, with all businesses challenged to reward
loyal customers and also win
former shoppers back. But a
one-size-fits-all approach to
loyalty is no longer sufficient
as consumers increasingly
demand ever greater personalisation and seamless
shopping experiences.
“This is a challenge that we
at Visa have been helping a
variety of firms with in recent years, given the range
of meaningful insights that
we can provide due to the
fact that Visa cards – debit,
credit and prepaid – account
for over €1 in every €3 of
Irish consumer spending,”
said Philip Konopik, country
manager Ireland, Visa.
“The increasing digitalisation of payments means that
merchants can create tailored
relevant rewards for their
consumers. An example of

this in practice is our Card
Linked Offers platform in
Ireland, where we partner
with Permanent TSB, AIB,
Bank of Ireland and Ulster
Bank.
“This platform offers cashback rewards to participating
cardholders in partnership
with a number of banks in
Ireland - Permanent TSB
(GoRewards), AIB (AIB Everyday Rewards), Bank of
Ireland (Live Life Rewards
from Bank of Ireland) and
Ulster Bank (Ulster Bank
Rewards).”
Visa Card Linked Offers
uses the payment technology company’s data insights
to target consumers with
personalised, relevant and
simple money-back offers.
Cardholders simply register
their Visa debit card for the
relevant scheme with their
bank to avail offers from a
range of retailers and start
earning cashback directly
back into their bank account.
Customers do not have to

Philip Konopik, country manager Ireland, Visa

print vouchers or enter codes
to avail of promotions and
new offers are made available
to customers every week.
“It’s a win-win situation

Irish Distillers – Barrelmen Rewards – Employee Recognition Programme of the Year
2019: Mark Byrne (ADC Plasticcard Ltd), Tamsin Trevarthen, Emily Moran, Liam Whitney
(Irish Distillers), Sean Fitzgerald and Gary Purcell (AllGo)

Circle K – Play or Park – Technology Loyalty Programme of
the Year 2019: Richard Pollock, Thomas Gibbons (Circle K)
and James Lenehan ( WIN | WIN)

Axa Insurance – Plus – Insurance Loyalty Programme of the
Year 2019: Mike Brinn (Pure Loyalty), Jennifer Condren and
William Sparkes (AXA Insurance)

for our clients, retailers
and consumers alike,” said
Konopik. “Our clients can
be seen to be offering their
customers great value while

retailers benefit from increased customer loyalty and
only pay when a sale is made.
Consumers also get to avail of
great cashback offers from

the brands they love with a
seamless experience.
“It is important to note,
however, that loyalty programmes are not simply for
large merchants anymore.
Thanks to the latest digital
till systems, small businesses
are able to offer their customers a personal experience to forge stronger relationships by offering digital
loyalty programmes at low
cost. SMEs can leverage this
technology to build customer
retention and as a safe and
secure method of payment
without all the hassle of paper vouchers. So digital till
systems essentially replace
cash registers and card payment terminals in one simple
device. And the price point
for this technology has now
reached a level where it is
fully accessible even to the
smallest retailers, so our advice to merchants is to talk to
your bank and explore the
possibilities.
“Whether it is our Card

Linked Offers platform
or digital till systems, it all
forms part of our vision to
create seamless experience
for customers. We see a future where shoppers will be
able to pay for goods and reap
rewards in one transaction,
without the physical need for
multiple loyalty cards – so
they get all the rewards for
their loyalty, but without the
hassle.”
Many businesses in Ireland
share this vision and that
is why Visa became a key
sponsor of the Irish Loyalty
Awards in order to celebrate
the innovative work being
done in Ireland.
“There are lots of bestin-class initiatives already
in place, so it is natural that
we wanted to be part of an
awards programme which
showcased some of the fantastic solutions already in
place,” Konopik concluded.
For more information on Visa’s
Card Linked Offers, go to visa.ie

Glanbia – CountryLife Loyalty Club – Customer Experience 2019: Philip Bradley (AXA Insurance), James Byrne, Jess Kelly,
Peter O’Donovan, Barry Hayes, Malachy Doherty, Jane Drought and Fergal Joy (Glanbia)

Sky Ireland – VIP Programme – New Loyalty Launch
Programme of the Year 2019: Aoife O’Driscoll (Sky Ireland),
Daniel Truscott (Visa) and Rob Chandler (Sky Ireland)

Stena Line – Extra Loyalty Programme – Travel Loyalty
Programme of the Year 2019: Aoife O’Driscoll (Sky Ireland),
Daniel Truscott (Visa) and Rob Chandler (Sky Ireland)
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Irish Loyalty Awards

SPONSORED BY VISA

Awards set for pride of place in industry calendar

T

he Irish Loyalty
Awards (ILA) 2020
are on course to become the premier
platform for excellence and achievement in the loyalty
industry for Irish companies. Following on from the highly successful launch in 2019, organisers are
expecting to see a record number
of entries and a packed-out event

at the awards ceremony on March
12, 2020 at the Intercontinental
Hotel in Dublin.
“Irish businesses are now under
constant pressure to meet customer expectations with exceptional
experiences,” said Marian Kelly,
co-organiser of the event with
Eileen McGuinness.
“The Awards recognise brands
that deliver beyond the complex
rewards systems and have con-

tinued evolving their loyalty programs, strategies and technologies
to offer tangible value which is
something truly unique to customers.
“Customer loyalty has never
been so important in Ireland; the
support and excitement in the
loyalty community is evidence of
this” said Kelly. “We are thrilled to
have Visa as lead sponsor again,
together with our frontline and

category sponsors. It is testament
of the support in the industry for
this Award programme and the
importance of loyalty to business.”
The Awards will recognise best
in class, said McGuinness. “The
concept of loyalty is constantly
being challenged and adapted to
suit changing consumer needs.
Drivers of loyalty among shoppers today run much deeper than
a transaction or offer. Brands are

now forging loyalty by creating
experiences that engage customers
on an emotional level as well as a
transactional one.”
Entry to the Irish Loyalty Awards
2020 is now open to all businesses
on the island of Ireland that have
loyalty at their heart. Entries are
welcomed from all companies,
brands, agencies and loyalty technology providers, irrespective of
size or profile.

The Irish Loyalty Awards 2020
see the induction of some exciting
new categories designed to reflect
the loyalty shift and business models currently in practice in today’s
marketplace. ILA judges are expecting to see entries who have
embraced these shifts combined
with the creativity and ingenuity
of loyalty teams to thank, reward
and communicate with customers
in innovative ways.

Keeping it
simple is Visa’s
main aim
BY LORRAINE COURTNEY

V

isa’s vision is for
consumers to be
able to pay for
goods and earn
rewards and offers in one transaction, without the need for multiple loyalty cards.
“Visa is the leading payments company globally,”
said Visa’s Ireland Country
Manager, Philip Konopik.
“We provide the technology
behind the cards you get from
banks and based on anonymised aggregate spending
data, we’re able to help businesses understand consumer
behaviour.
“We are the principal
component in the digitalisation of payments and we
are effectively creating a lot
of data which can be leveraged by merchants to create
new experiences tailored to
consumers. In an increasingly
competitive business environment, loyalty is key for
any organisation’s long-term
success, with all companies
challenged to retain, grow and
expand their customer base.”
Almost every shop you

visit will offer you a loyalty
card or scheme to reward you
for your business and for allowing them to get to know
more about you and your
behaviour. But having a collection of loyalty cards in your
wallet means that you might
not use them on every transaction. You can’t earn loyalty
points on the transaction and
the retailer is missing out because they can’t reward you.
Visa is working on ways to
make customer loyalty more
convenient. “Loyalty programmes are ever-evolving
and Visa imagines a world
where consumers can combine multiple loyalty cards
behind their Visa transactions,” said Konopik. “The
consumer never misses out
on a reward and the merchant
knows exactly what consumers are doing and how they are
behaving.”
The company has already
introduced Visa’s ‘Card Linked
Offers’ platform, an incentive
that offers cashback rewards
to participating cardholders
in partnership with a number
of Irish banks - Permanent
TSB (GoRewards), AIB (AIB
Everyday Rewards), Bank of

Cards are out,
apps are in for
SuperValu

M

ove over loyalty cards: loyalty
apps are instant
and more efficient for the retailer and
shopper. “We’re very proud
that we were the first to
launch a loyalty app here in
Ireland,” said Ray Kelly, marketing director of SuperValu.
“Our loyalty app has been
downloaded 300,000 times.
It’s a more modern way of
doing things. The app makes
customer loyalty and rewards
easier to manage and we can
give our customers points
and vouchers at the push of
a button.”
“Ninety per cent of Irish
adults signed up to some loyalty programme,” said Kelly.
“They’re important because
consumers want to be recognised by brands they do
business with, but equally
they are our way of saying
thank you to shoppers. The

MAIN SPONSOR

data from cards helps us to
service shoppers better, on
a macro level and on a personal level as we are able to
personalise our offers.”
SuperValu currently has 1.3
million members with loyalty
cards. They earn points for
every purchase they make
and can also earn points
when they pay bills with
SuperValu’s partners.
“We will continue to work
on our app and make it more
innovative,” said Kelly. “We
will be offering our customers vouchers through that
channel with existing partners, like Electric Ireland and
Eir. We will be announcing a
very exciting new partnership soon.
“We are a leader in the
loyalty space. It’s great to
be involved as the category
sponsor at the Irish Loyalty
Awards – loyalty really is the
future of marketing.”

Ireland (Live Life Rewards
from Bank of Ireland), and
Ulster Bank (Ulster Bank Rewards).
Visa ‘Card Linked Offers’
uses the payment technology company’s transaction
data to target consumers with
personalised, relevant and
simple money-back offers.
Cardholders simply register
their Visa debit card for the
relevant scheme with their
bank, to avail offers from a
range of retailers and start
earning cashback directly
back into their bank account.
“Cardholders love it as it’s
simple to get started, with no
need for vouchers or codes,”
said Konopik.
“All people need to do is sign
up, link their Visa debit card
and start earning cashback
directly back into their bank
account. All of the banks have
put their own spin on the programme but ultimately, it’s
all powered by the same infrastructure.
“Our role is to enable the
data so the merchant can
provide offers to specific
segments, to engage new
customers, or to re-engage
former customers.”

Organisers are particularly excited about the local Community
Loyalty Programme of the Year a new category for 2020. “Small
businesses are the backbone of this
country, often bringing communities together and creating jobs,
and we are delighted that 2020
will reward and recognise the efforts of groups who are building
loyalty at a community level,” said
McGuinness.

Cardholders love
it as it’s simple to
get started, with no
need for vouchers or
codes

Irish Loyalty Awards 2020
Visa’s Ireland country manager, Philip Konopik

It is this transaction data
technology that is changing
the way retailers interact with
customers on loyalty rewards.
“We’re a couple of years into
this process in the Irish market,” Konopik said.
“As Visa cards account for
over €1 in every €3 of con-

sumer spending in Ireland,
the loyalty programmes we
power are becoming ever
more popular. It’s a winwin-win for our clients, retailers and consumers alike.
Our clients can be seen to be
offering their customers great
value. Retailers benefit from

increased customer loyalty,
and only pay when a sale is
made. Consumers get to avail
of great cashback offers from
the brands they love via a
seamless experience.”
Visa is the leading sponsor
of the Irish Loyalty Awards.
“We think that the Irish Loy-

alty Awards is a great initiative and something that was
missing here,” Konopik said.
“The Awards are an opportunity to showcase great loyalty schemes and we are very
supportive of this.
“There are a lot of initiatives going on globally but it’s

very worthwhile highlighting those in the Irish market
too – it leads to a stronger
ecosystem and encourages
innovation.
“As a payments technology
company, loyalty is key for us
in terms of supporting digital
commerce.”

ACD’s card is
Gift Innovations
‘a great fit’
well
marked
Entry is now open to all companies

AXA setting great
store by loyalty

A
with customer loyalty at the

Ireland’s largest insurance
company AXA is delighted
to sponsor the Irish Loyalty
Awards, as it believes rewarding customers is the
key to true partnership.
AXA Plus is its
award-winning loyalty
programme. Running since
2006, it is the first loyalty
progamme by an insurance
company in Ireland and
brings customer commitment to life in addition to
the usual claims and emergency situations.
“At AXA, we are continuously improving our
customer experience and,
as a result, have very strong
customer retention rates,”
said Antoinette McDonald,
customer experience director. “AXA Plus means that
they get more from us than
just great insurance cover.
“In addition to unique
covers, like Lifetime Protected NCD, for longstanding customers and rewards
for holding more than one
product or partner deals to

support learning to drive
safely or protect your
home.”
All AXA customers receive a free AXA Plus loyalty card on joining, which
allows them access to special deals on non-insurance
benefits include fashion,
ferry travel, fuel and hotel
breaks.
“Having a great loyalty
programme means more
than just savings for AXA
customers, as it allows AXA
to engage with our customers beyond the standard insurance relationship and
to support them in key life
moments.”
McDonald says customers don’t expect to interact
with an insurance company beyond payments,
policy amendments and
claims and that is what
makes AXA different.
“AXA Plus is a simple
thank you for choosing
AXA and another way we
show that we can help our
customers go further.”

DC Plasticard’s
20,000 square feet
state-of-the-art
facility can produce over 50 million plastic
cards each year. The chances are that at least one card
produced in their factory is in
your wallet right now.
“Loyalty programmes really took off during the recession, as businesses recognised
the need to get closer to their
customers and understand
buying patterns,” said Eleanor Gaire, sales and marketing
director.
“We were well-positioned
to assist retailers as they
launched new loyalty programmes, and our customers
wanted an Irish-based card
manufacturer.”
ADC Plasticard has been
in business for 17 years and
manufactures cards from
scratch.
“We take a whole range
of raw materials and turn it
into loyalty cards,” said Gaire.
“We’re very fortunate to have
clients like Brown Thomas,

Arnotts, Eason and Kilkenny
Design. They have been very
loyal customers over the years
and having a manufacturer
nearby allows them to replenish stocks very quickly.”
Loyalty programmes are
very front-loaded, and implementation is really important.
“We’re invited in very early in
the process, when the company is looking at designing
the programme,” said Gaire.
“We travel regularly to keep
abreast of industry trends
because our clients rely on
us to know our business and
to produce innovative design
and manufacturing techniques.”
Gaire said that it was important for the company
to support the Irish Loyalty Awards this year as the
manufacture of loyalty cards
remains a significant part of
their business.
“It’s vital to highlight best
practice in the industry so that
smaller independent retailers
can compete with online suppliers,” she said.

Gift Innovations offers innovative solutions to help
organisations recognise
employees and build customer loyalty.
“Our rewards and recognition programmes are
aimed at large national and
international companies,
and increasingly local companies too,” said Dr Paul
Gadie, managing director.
“We source and supply
international premium
brands like Sony, Samsonite and Garmin, as well
as Irish-designed and made
products like Garrett Mallon
Jewellery and Louis Mulcahy Pottery.
“Organisations trust us
with their service awards
programmes. We help to
make their celebrations
into memorable events for
everyone in the organisation.”
Gift Innovations recently
launched a range of branded promotional products.
They range from tech products (Bluetooth speakers,
USB sticks or wireless

heart of their business.

phone chargers) to pens,
notebooks and cups.
The company also supplies and designs corporate
gifts and awards. “Awards
include bespoke pieces and
off-the-shelf awards, engraved with your logo and
message,” said Gadie.
“We are constantly expanding our range of brands
and gifts,” said Meghan
Harrass, operations manager. “We developed a
secure online portal, RewardNet, our points-based
solution, which allows employees to see and choose
the gifts they like. These are
delivered to their company
or home address, in Ireland, Britain and Europe.
We also recently opened a
large showroom for our B2B
clients.”
Gadie added: “We are a
great fit for the Irish Loyalty
Awards. We are all about
enabling companies to
say a meaningful, tangible
thanks to staff for their hard
work, and to build loyalty
with customers.”

Visit www.irishloyaltyawards.ie

FRONTLINE SPONSORS

Deadline 17 December 2019
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Discounts are the order of
the day with SSE Reward

‘I

t’s a crowded market within the energy sector, and
companies need to
differentiate themselves by offering
added value and rewarding
loyalty,” said Christopher
Matthews, CVM & Rewards
Lead. “This is why we relaunched SSE Reward earlier
this year.”
SSE Reward gives customers access to discounted tickets to Dublin Zoo, pre-sales
for the SSE Arena in Belfast
and the Republic of Ireland’s
home games in the Aviva
Stadium, hotel getaways,
discounted home appliances, and money can’t buy experiences that have included Christopher Matthews, CVM & rewards lead, SSE Reward
waking up with the elephants
in Dublin Zoo or getting to see greener electricity, natural able energy infrastructure.
Snow Patrol at a small inti- gas and essential services to
“As Ireland’s largest supmate gig in London.
homes and businesses across plier of 100 per cent green
“Customers have respond- Ireland. Since 2008, the com- energy, it’s important for us
ed positively to what we’re pany has invested more than to offer rewards from more
doing, and we’ve been test- €2.5 billion in the develop- sustainable partners which
ing and learning to see what’s ment of Ireland’s sustain- align to our core values, so
truly resonated,” said Matwe’re working on that too,”
thews. “One of the most popsaid Matthews.
ular rewards has been the 20
“We’re delighted to be
sponsoring the Irish
per cent off Dublin Zoo pass.
As a result, we created a
Loyalty Awards,
dedicated zoo page which
having won the
featured engaging content
Utilities Loyalty
and additional discounts.
Programme of
“We’re always trying
the Year at this
year’s awards,
to improve things for
we know how
our customers. We’ve
teamed up with Sony for
important it is
to deliver a bestan amazing competition
in-class reward
to win a trip to Hawaii and
platform and how
visit the set of Jumanji: The
much work goes
Next Level while taking part
into letting customin some thrill-seeking activities.”
ers know they’re truly
SSE Airtricity provides
valued.”

We know how
important it is to
deliver a bestin-class reward
platform

Cutting-edge technology hits the Sweete spot

W

hen creating
and launching
a loyalty program, Sweete
uses up-to-date technology
and a series of time-proven
steps to make each program
a success.
“We are a B2B company and
lots of people might not realise
that we are behind the majority of loyalty campaigns in
Ireland,” said founder Kathy
Peyton.
“We work with lots of multinationals and some of the
best brands in the world in
developing compelling digital
promotions designed to reach
their targets in new ways.”
Sweete creates, manages
and fulfils loyalty solutions for
clients in the Irish and British
markets. The company leverages a unique combination of
strategy, creative, and technology to effectively reach,
acquire, engage and retain
loyal customers for clients
such as Vodafone and Coca-Cola.
“We create short-term tac-

Kathy Peyton, founder of Sweete

tical and long-term loyalty
solutions for clients in the
Irish and British markets,”

said Peyton. “What sets us
apart is that we take care of
the entire campaign down to

the execution, management
and fulfilment of it.”
Peyton has more than 20
years of industry knowledge
specialising in reward, incentive and loyalty solutions
in both the Irish and British
markets.
“I got into the industry via
a British company and set
up their business in the Irish
market 20 years ago,” she
said.
“We’re very proud of our
technological advancements
and how we are delivering
campaigns to our clients.
We now have the capability
to integrate with our clients’
software to streamline the delivery of rewards directly to
our clients’ customers phone
handsets.
“We work with more than
2,500 partners across the travel, lifestyle and leisure sectors
our relationship with Odeon
cinemas has enabled us to deliver not only cinema tickets
but all of our rewards directly
to customers’ phones. Today’s
customers are looking for that

level of access.
“As Ireland’s leading specialists in reward and loyalty
solutions, we were delighted to be one of the frontline

sponsors of the Irish Loyalty
Awards. There are many fantastic loyalty propositions in
the Irish market which deserve recognition.”

Combining
technology with
reward pays off
for WIN |WIN
“There has been a power
shift between consumers and brands,” said
WIN |WIN chief executive James Lenehan. “Big
brands are now the ones
being put to the test as
they must demonstrate
loyalty to their customers – turning the traditional model on its head
because today’s digital
world has become much
more competitive.”
WIN | WIN is an
award-winning customer loyalty agency located
in Dublin. “Our mission
is to help great businesses to positively influence
and affect people’s behaviour by combining
technology with reward,” said Lenehan.
“Over 20 years, we have
built an unrivalled suite
of platform-based technologies and a bank of
rewards that help our
clients to attract new
customers and reduce
customer churn. Our
solutions combine cutting-edge tech and data
harvesting with novel
incentives that appeal to
both B2B and B2C users.
Clients choose to work
with WIN|WIN because
we are innovative, and
our pricing model is
based on measurable
outcomes.”
In October 2018, the
company acquired
an established loyalty
business in Stockholm. “This is our first
international acquisition of an established
business which has
been operating since
2006,” said Lenehan.
“It serves clients across
Scandinavia. Having

acquired the Opinions.
ie market research business in 2016, we sold
this recently and it is being developed as a keystone for a new global
research agency. We are
investing the proceeds in
a variety of new innovative initiatives, including
our proprietary Pulse
Loyalty platform, which
manages programmes
for dozens of our customers.”
WIN | WIN provides
proven solutions in
the specialist areas of
customer acquisition,
retention and loyalty,
including Eir’s customer
cashback programme.
“In FMCG, we recently
launched an exciting
NPD programme named
Reward Store for Pfizer,”
said Lenehan.
“This is a fully digital retail compliance and reward programme which
enables Pfizer to motivate, reward and track
performance across
their pharmacy partners
nationwide. We also
operate the now legendary SuperValu Getaway
Breaks programme for
SuperValu.”

WIN |WIN chief
executive James
Lenehan
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Brandfire: rewarding business
of making customers happy
Brandfire is a fully integrated customer loyalty, incentive and rewards agency. “In
a nutshell, we are dedicated
to making customers happy,” said managing director
Nuala Canning.
In today’s challenging
economic environment,
customers are being far
more selective about how
and where they spend their
money. They want to feel
appreciated and valued,

CATEGORY SPONSORS

which is why rewarding
loyalty has never been more
important.
“That’s where we come
in,” said Canning. “At
Brandfire, we design, build
and manage loyalty programmes across all platforms from online, mobile
and social media and we
partner with some of the
most dynamic technology
companies to provide innovative loyalty and promo-

tional solutions, including
points technology, receipt
recognition, image recognition technology and augmented reality.
“We also create innovative sales promotion campaigns that really motivate
customers to sign up, buy,
switch or find out more
about a brand’s latest offering,” she said. “And our
rewards catalogue is extensive, from the latest tech-

nology gadgets to movie
downloads and the ultimate
pampering experience.
“Drawing from our experience in loyalty marketing, we can easily spot the
obstacles for our clients,”
said Canning. “We are determined to do right by our
clients and offer pricing
models that eliminate risk.
We are an agency with integrity that always puts our
clients first.”
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